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AMERICAN FLAT TRACK OVERVIEW         
 

American Flat Track is the world's premier dirt track motorcycle racing series and one of the longest-running championships in 
the history of motorsports. Sanctioned by AMA Pro Racing in Daytona Beach, Fla., the series is highly regarded as the most 
competitive form of dirt track motorcycle racing around the globe.  
 
Professional flat track racing has been experiencing a renaissance in recent years. Prior to the onset of the COVID-19 
pandemic, the sport was set to begin an expanded, multi-year TV deal with NBC Sports including live coverage on NBCSN 
which would attract millions of new fans to the sport. Despite the recent growth of the sport, the nature of AFT’s business 
model and the financial realities of conducting the races make it impossible to host events without spectators. 
 
As states across the country continue to expand their reopening plans, American Flat Track has prepared for the day when 
fan-attended events become a reality. Following other major motorsports organizations such as NASCAR and IMSA, AMA Pro 
Racing will work with government agencies at the state and local level to ensure adherence to all guidelines from the CDC, 
Department of Health and other organizations as required. By developing this Event Operational Protocol, American Flat 
Track will return to competition with a responsible plan to ensure the safety of its constituents and the fans residing in the 
communities they visit. 
 
For more information on American Flat Track, please visit http://www.americanflattrack.com.  

ABOUT AMA PRO RACING           
 

AMA Pro Racing is the governing body for professional motorcycle racing in the United States. From its headquarters in 
Daytona Beach, Fla., the company sanctions a full schedule of events and championships for a variety of motorcycle 
disciplines.  

Learn more about AMA Pro Racing at www.amaproracing.com.  

  

http://www.americanflattrack.com/
http://www.amaproracing.com/
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PLAN OVERVIEW                      
 

AMA Pro Racing has developed a comprehensive plan to return to racing in a safe, responsible manner. Every aspect of how 
AMA Pro Racing conducts a race event has been modified to align with The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
guidance to minimize risk of COVID-19 exposure and spread. These guidelines were developed in close consultation with a 
panel of medical experts with broad experience in infectious diseases, many of whom have been on the front line in treating 
COVID-19 patients across the country. 

AMA Pro Racing’s Event Operations Protocol centers on four interconnected pillars: (1) robust medical screening, (2) social 
distancing and compartmentalization, (3) constant disinfecting/cleaning and (4) detailed contingency plans to address 
potential emerging infection. 

MEDICAL SCREENING, PPE AND HEALTH & SAFETY GUIDANCE 
AMA Pro Racing has mandated a strict medical screening strategy for every individual entering the venue. Masks and/or face coverings will 
be required at all times. If an individual does not have an acceptable face covering, one will be provided.  

Race Teams/Employees/Vendors: Prior to our return to the track, organizations (race teams, racing support service providers, vendors, 
partners and alike) will identify their essential personnel based upon the allocations of eligible participants allowed by AMA Pro Racing. 
Those personnel will be screened by their organizations well in advance of the event day and are required to familiarize themselves with 
the CDC guidance on COVID-19 prevention best practices as well as state and local directives in the event area. Upon arriving at the track, 
all personnel will be screened by AMA Pro Racing outside the facility before being granted access to the venue. If medical authorities have 
concerns at any time about an individual’s suitability to participate, that person will be denied access to the event until cleared by their 
personal physician. 

Fans: Upon arriving at the track, all fans will be screened outside the facility before being granted access to the venue. If medical 
authorities have concerns at any time about an individual’s suitability based on CDC guidelines, that person will be denied access. 

SOCIAL DISTANCING AND COMPARTMENTALIZATION 
Race teams, employees, vendors and fans will be socially distanced and compartmentalized. Entering and exiting the track will be 
executed in a sequenced manner, with fans, staff, employees and vendors assigned specific times to arrive and depart in a controlled, 
staggered manner to prevent large gatherings of people in any one place. Race day crowd will be limited in accordance with federal, state 
and local guidelines. 

DETAILED CONTINGENCY PLANNING 
Working with medical and government authorities, AMA Pro Racing has developed detailed procedures to address potential emerging 
infections. During pre-entry screening, AMA Pro Racing will provide an on-site secondary assessment to determine if an individual will be 
allowed to access the facility. If any individual develops symptoms during the event day, medical resources inside the facility will be 
prepared to isolate that individual and a disinfecting / decontaminating response will be implemented to ensure vehicles, equipment and 
work areas are quickly cleaned. In accordance with state and local mandates, AMA Pro Racing will rapidly notify public health officials and 
others potentially impacted by a suspected case. 

AMA Pro Racing will return in an environment that will ensure the safety of our competitors and those in the local community. Compliance 
with the requirements and procedures outlined in the Event Operations Protocol is critical to our collective success. 

 

For feedback related to this document, please email eventoperations@amaproracing.com. 

 
This Event Operations Protocol is intended as a communications document to provide the industry guidance on changes in operations and protocols for AMA Pro Racing events. 
Adherence to any recommendations included in this Protocol will not ensure the health and safety from transmission of COVID-19 in every situation. Furthermore, the 
recommendations contained in this Protocol should not be interpreted as setting a standard of care, or be deemed inclusive of all proper methods of care nor exclusive of other 
methods of care reasonably directed to obtaining the same results. This Protocol reflects the best available information at the time it was prepared. Future CDC, OSHA or medical 
professional guidance may require revisions to the Protocol based on new information. Policies and protocols may be superseded by emerging federal, state and local restrictions. 
AMA Pro Racing does not and cannot warrant the completeness of the Protocols and assumes no responsibility for any injury or damage to persons or property arising out of 
or related to any use of this Protocol or for any errors or omissions.  

mailto:eventoperations@amaproracing.com?subject=AFT%20Event%20Operations%20Protocol
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ATLANTA SUPER TT OVERVIEW                                                       
 

AMA Pro Racing will work with Atlanta Motor Speedway and government officials to ensure that the venue will be ready to 
provide the safest possible experience for Progressive American Flat Track fans in attendance. Amended safety protocols and 
procedures will be in effect that include:  

• Enforcing a limited venue capacity in accordance with federal, state and local guidelines 
• Strict adherence to the CDC-recommended 6’ social distancing will be mandated onsite 
• Face coverings required, and masks will be provided for all individuals who do not have a face covering 
• A sequenced ingress/egress procedure into the facility property/gates will be used to minimize large 

concentrations of personnel or guests 
• Each guest will be screened prior to entering the event gates; initial screening will include a non-contact 

temperature check 
• Entry and exit to the grandstands, along with routes to concession stands and restrooms will adhere to social 

distancing guidelines 
• Multiple handwashing and hand sanitizing stations will be placed throughout the venue and entrances 
• A cleaning staff, clearly identified for guests, will be cleaning or disinfecting at all times 
• Strategically placed signage will be placed throughout facility to reinforce health and safety measurements 

including but not limited to physical distancing ground graphics, health and safety a-frame signage, and social 
distancing/health and safety signage throughout restrooms and concession areas.   

• Regular PA/Jumbotron announcements will enforce health and safety messaging throughout the event. 
• Cashless transactions preferred. Accepted forms of payment: Debit, Visa, Mastercard, American Express, 

Discover.   
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The health and safety of our fans, competitors, employees and the communities in which we race has been AMA Pro 
Racing’s top priority since the pandemic began and will remain so as we return to competition in a responsible manner. 
It is critical that every individual follows the guidelines in AMA Pro Racing’s Event Operations Protocol to ensure a 
successful resumption of racing activities and to reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission. 

Prior to participating in an AMA Pro Racing Event, every employee, supporting vendor and member of the racing industry 
must familiarize themselves with the CDC recommendations regarding prevention of COVID-19, state and local directives 
specific to the Event area and the processes and procedures outlined in the Event Operations Protocol. 

Employees and vendors must verify that every member identified to attend an American Flat Track event has completed the 
COVID-19 Awareness and Training Requirements before arriving at the venue. 

The Promoter of the event will integrate appropriate COVID-19 prevention messaging into pre-event fan information, 
reinforcing the efforts of local and state public health officials. 

CDC EDUCATION RESOURCES          
 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has an information hub that includes comprehensive guidance for 
operating in COVID-19 threat environments. At a minimum, participants will familiarize themselves with the following 
CDC guidance: 

• People Who Need to Take Extra Precautions  
• People Who are at Higher Risk for Severe Illness 
• How to Protect Yourself and Others 
• COVID-19 Symptoms 
• What to Do if You are Sick 

STATE AND LOCAL DIRECTIVES          
 

AMA Pro Racing will provide participants and stakeholders with applicable state and local directives in advance of each 
Event.  Each organization is responsible for ensuring that their members have familiarized themselves with these 
directives prior to traveling to the Event location. 

TRAVEL GUIDANCE            
 

CDC guidance remains to stay at home as much as possible and practice social distancing. AMA Pro Racing strongly 
recommends avoiding public transportation as much as possible. In accordance with CDC guidance regarding essential 
travel, participants driving to American Flat Track Events are recommended to: 

• Wear a cloth mask anytime you leave your home. 
• Minimize contact with others (limit carpooling or using vans to transport multiple passengers in a single vehicle). 
• Anticipate needs before departing your home to minimize unnecessary stops which could increase your 

exposure risk. 
o Pack non-perishable food and water for the trip. 
o Have alcohol-based hand sanitizer readily available in your vehicle. 

• Travel directly to the Event location and return directly to your home after the Event. 

Do not travel if you are sick or plan to travel with someone who is sick. Please do your part and travel 
responsibly. Do not fly when you can drive. Do not pack people into minivans and SUVs. Everyone in the vehicle 
is to wear a mask at all times. 

   

  

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/people-at-higher-risk.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/prevention.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html
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USE OF PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT       
 

This Event Operations Protocol includes personal protective equipment requirements for all participants, staff, vendors 
and fans at American Flat Track Events. 

• Facial coverings will we required for all fans. 
• Facial coverings will be required for all participants and staff. 
• In accordance with CDC recommendations, it is strongly recommended that a cloth mask be worn anytime a 

person is outside their home. 

RESPONSE TO POTENTIAL EXPOSURE         
 

In the event of a potential exposure situation, detailed procedures for participants and organizations are outlined in the 
Event Operations Protocol. 

• Organizations must immediately report to AMA Pro Racing if a participant receives a lab-confirmed positive 
diagnosis of COVID-19, and should immediately conduct extensive contact tracing to determine if other 
individuals may have been exposed to the infected person and should contact their personal physician, seek 
testing and/or self-isolate. 

• Organizations must also report to AMA Pro Racing if they have directed a participant to self-isolate and/or seek 
testing due to the onset of COVID-19 symptoms away from an event, and should immediately conduct extensive 
contact tracing to determine if other individuals may have been exposed to the potentially infected person and 
should contact their personal physician, seek testing and/or self-isolate. 

• Reports of suspected or confirmed COVID-19 cases within the industry may be submitted to AMA Pro Racing. 
Participants must be familiar with requirements for cleaning and disinfecting vehicles, equipment and work areas as 
outlined in the Event Operations Protocol. 

• A comprehensive guide prepared by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration regarding best 
practices for workplace cleaning related to COVID-19 can be found at this link: 
https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf  

  

https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf
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To help ensure the safety of all participants at an Event and in accordance with CDC recommendations, AMA Pro Racing 
has implemented requirements for the wear of personal protective equipment (PPE) for all personnel. AMA Pro Racing 
has worked with numerous vendors to acquire PPE and will assist all organizations directly involved in race Events. 

PPE REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPETITORS       
 

All participants, staff and vendors will be required to, at a minimum, wear cloth masks at Events and it is highly 
recommended that they be worn during any preparation prior to the Event. 

PRE-EVENT (before initiating travel to the event site) 
• AMA Pro Racing will assist organizations in sourcing the minimum PPE supplies needed to resume 

operations as needed. 
o How to Protect Yourself and Others 

 
PRE-ENTRY (Upon arrival at the track before entering the facility) 

• It will be mandatory for all participants, staff and vendors to wear a cloth face mask before beginning the pre-
entry screening process. 
 

DURING THE EVENT (After accessing the facility through the completion of the race) 
Race teams are expected to provide PPE for all members listed on their associated roster(s). 

• AMA Pro Racing understands that obtaining PPE may be difficult and will have a limited supply of PPE 
available for those who need it at track. 

• Items will be available, in a limited capacity, at the arrival screening location if an individual requires them. 
• Hand washing and hand sanitizer stations will be deployed throughout the facility. 
• Sanitation teams will be constantly wiping and disinfecting surfaces in any area with fans, employees or 

vendors. 
• Event participants are required to wear a cloth mask at all times while at the venue. This includes but is 

not limited to: 
o Race team members in the pit area unless face is covered by appropriate safety gear. 
o AMA Pro Racing Officials unless face is covered by appropriate safety gear. 
o All Track/Race Services workers when the face is not covered by appropriate safety gear including, 

but not limited to, when not responding to an incident and immediately following completion of 
response actions. 

o Broadcast partner personnel covering the Event. 
• In addition to the safety requirements specified in the American Flat Track Rulebook, riders must wear a 

cloth mask at all times prior to getting on their motorcycle for the start of the race at which time the mask 
will be replaced by the rider’s helmet. 

o If a rider is involved in an accident or otherwise unable to complete the race and track services 
personnel respond, the rider must continue wearing his/her helmet until a safety worker provides 
an appropriate face mask for the rider. 

POST-EVENT (Prior to departing the track after the Event concludes) 
All fans, race teams, employees and vendors will be required to remove all PPE utilized during an Event in a safe and 
appropriate manner, this includes taking care to avoid touching eyes, nose, and mouth during removal. 

 CDC Guidance: PPE Removal 
 Hands should be washed immediately after removing PPE. 
 Reusable face masks should be appropriately stored during travel and laundered upon return home. 

 
NOTE: If multiple people are traveling in the same vehicle then a face mask must be worn during travel. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/prevention.html
https://www.cdc.gov/hai/pdfs/ppe/ppe-sequence.pdf
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PPE REQUIREMENTS FOR FANS          
 

MANDATORY MASK REQUIREMENT 
• Masks or face coverings will be required throughout the facility. Masks will be provided to all individuals 

who do not bring an appropriate face covering. 
 

PRE-EVENT (before initiating travel to the event site) 
• Fans and stakeholders will receive advance communication outlining mandatory mask policies/procedures 

promoting thoughtful planning and advising those who are sick or at-risk to stay home. 
• Pre-event communications will be sent to all attendees regarding the face covering mandate. 

 
PRE-ENTRY (Upon arrival at the track before entering the facility) 

• It will be mandatory for all fans to wear a cloth face mask before beginning the pre-entry screening process. 
• Signage regarding face coverings will be posted in parking lots, entry gates and throughout the facility. 
• All fans visiting the Event will undergo medical screening prior to entering the venue. All individuals will be 

temperature screened with a contactless thermometer, and those with a fever or experiencing COVID-like 
symptoms will not be allowed in the venue.  

• On-site signage will clearly state the mandatory mask requirement and reinforce health and safety measures 
throughout the Event including but not limited to physical distancing ground graphics, and health and safety a-
frame signage. 
 

DURING THE EVENT (After accessing the facility through the completion of the race) 
• Face coverings are required throughout the facility. 
• Hand washing and hand sanitizer stations will be deployed throughout the facility. 
• Installation of plexiglass barriers between customers and working staff or use of face shields will be 

implemented where possible. 
• Sanitation teams will be constantly wiping and disinfecting surfaces in areas fans, employees or vendors. 
• Strategically placed signage throughout facility to reinforce health and safety measurements including but not 

limited to physical distancing ground graphics, health and safety a-frame signage, and social distancing/health 
and safety signage throughout restrooms and concession areas.   

• Regular PA/Jumbotron announcements will enforce health and safety messaging throughout the event. 
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EVENT ROSTER PERSONNEL           
• Only personnel who are on an approved Event Roster should travel to an Event. 
• Continue to practice compartmentalization for those traveling to Events and those working in the shop/office.  

EVENT TRAVEL             
• Establish operational processes for all travel that promotes cleanliness and reduces interactions between 

members of the Event Roster as much as possible. 
• Travel in a controlled environment as much as possible. 

o Minimize time in crowded settings, and utilize PPE, hand sanitizer, and disinfectant wipes.  
o All individuals are subject to medical screening and temperature when entering facilities.  

• Avoid public transportation (e.g., buses, subways) or separate private (e.g., taxis, Uber, Lyft) transportation on the 
road to, or while in other cities.  

AIR TRAVEL              
• When traveling through public airports, avoid crowded areas to the extent possible. 
• All travelers must wear a cloth mask at all times while utilizing commercial air travel or traversing public airports. 

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS          
• Utilize hotels that employ appropriate COVID-19 sanitation and cleaning procedures as recommended by the CDC 

and or OSHA. 
• Do not congregate in public areas of the hotel. 
• Encourage hotel to put all members of the group on the same floor of the hotel. 
• Assign one person per room when possible. 
• When possible book rooms on lower floors and discourage the use of elevators. 
• As an added protective measure upon checking in to a hotel room, travelers should consider using disinfectant 

wipes to clean high-touch surfaces like doorknobs, counters and desktops. 
 

CAMPING AT FACILITY________________________________________ 
• Camping is permitted within the paddock  
• Continue to practice compartmentalization and minimize contact with others  

DINING               
• While local restaurants may be open, participants are asked not to dine inside restaurants and get all meals to go. 

When possible, secure private dining space in hotel. 
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INTERNATIONAL RIDERS                                  
International riders electing to come to the United states to compete in professional events must comply with all current 
(April 2, 2021) CDC Guidelines for international travel to the U.S. by Vaccinated and Unvaccinated individuals, including all 
mask, social distancing and sanitation recommendations.           
    

• CDC International Travel Recommendations for Fully Vaccinated People; provide  that before you arrive in the 
United States:  ”All air passengers coming to the United States, Including U.S. citizens and fully vaccinated 
people, are required to have a negative COVID-19 test result no more than 3 days before travel or 
documentation of recovery from COVID-19 in the past 3 months before they board a flight to the United 
States.”                                                                           

• After travel: CDC recommendations provide that all travelers “Get tested with a viral test 3-5 days after travel. 
Self-Monitor for COVID symptoms; isolate and get tested if you develop symptoms; and Follow all state and 
local recommendations or requirements after travel.”                                         

• International Travel Recommendations for Unvaccinated People; provide that before you embark on travel to 
the United States: “All air passengers coming to the United States, including US citizens and fully vaccinated 
people are required to have a negative COVID-19 viral test result no more than 3 days before travel or 
documentation of recovery from COVID-19 in the past 3 months before they board a flight to the United 
States.”                                                                         

• After you travel: CDC recommendations provide that all travelers “Get tested with a viral test 3-5 days after 
travel and stay home and self-quarantine for a full 7 days after travel. Even if you test negative, stay home and 
self-quarantine for the full 7 days. If your test is positive isolate yourself to protect others from getting infected. 
If you don’t get tested, stay home and self-quarantine for 10 days after travel. Avoid being around people who 
are at increased risk for severe illness for 14 days, whether you get tested or not. Self-monitor for COVID-19 
symptoms; isolate and get tested if you develop symptoms. Follow all state and local recommendations or 
requirements.’                                                                                              
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To verify the essential personnel needed by organizations participating at Events, AMA Pro Racing has 
implemented mandatory Event Rosters applicable to all participants and stakeholder personnel directly involved in 
Events. All participants must submit a completed HIPAA waiver and COVID-19 waiver to AMA Pro Racing prior to 
their names being added to an organizational roster. 

EVENT ROSTER             
 

Organizations participating in the event (race teams, race support vendors, industry partners, broadcasters) must 
submit a list of the essential personnel required to safely conduct the Event via an Event Roster. Roster limits will be 
announced on an event-by-event basis and will be strictly enforced by AMA Pro Racing. Event Rosters must be 
approved by AMA Pro Racing and all personnel will undergo medical screening before, during and after each Event. 

In its sole discretion, AMA Pro Racing may determine someone to be non-essential and dismiss them from the 
event. Teams and participants may also be in violation of Section 1.7 of the American Flat Track Rulebook if they 
fail to comply with American Flat Track’s Event Operations Protocol guidelines regarding essential personnel.  
 
SUBMISSION AND APPROVAL PROCESS FOR PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS 

• All organizations participating in an Event will designate a roster contact to submit the list of essential 
personnel needed at the Event. The roster contact is responsible for making sure that all license fees have been 
paid, HIPAA and COVID-19 waivers have been completed before adding any name to an event roster. 

• The organization roster must include First Name, Last Name, Title/Role, cell phone number, and email address 
for essential personnel.  

• Organizations must pre-screen potential participants before adding their names to an event roster. 
• Rosters must be submitted to AMA Pro Racing at least ten (10) days in advance of the first day listed on the 

event schedule distributed by AMA Pro Racing. 
• Once submitted, organization rosters will be reviewed by AMA Pro Racing to ensure that all listed names have 

the appropriate license and that all license fees have been paid. Once verification is complete, AMA Pro Racing 
will send an approval email to the roster contact.  

• If there is an issue with any aspect of the submitted organization roster, AMA Pro Racing will reach out to the 
organization’s roster contact.  

• Changes to an organization’s roster inside the 10-day window will be allowed only in the case of extreme 
circumstances (i.e. replacing an injured / sick individual, replacing an individual due to family emergency) and must be 
approved by AMA Pro Racing. 

Individuals not listed on an approved roster will not be granted access to the Event. 

CREDENTIALS / LICENSES           
 

As part of the continued effort to return to racing, all membership and credential purchases will be required to be 
finalized prior to an Event. There will be no memberships or credentials sold at track. 
 
Team Owners and/or Riders must provide a list of names for anyone associated with their organization who will need a 
Single Event Credential to AMA Pro Racing at least ten (10) days in advance of the event day. AMA Pro Racing will not 
accept changes to the list after it has been submitted and approved. No refunds or transfers to a different event will be 
allowed.  
 
To access the race paddock, all individuals will be required to have Annual Credential/Single Event 
Credential + Essential sticker. 
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TRACK EMPLOYEES, PROMOTER STAFF AND VENDORS    
 

Track employees, Promoter staff and vendors working the event will need to be credentialed by the Promoter to 
participate.  

• This includes anyone who works exclusively in the grandstands, parking areas or campgrounds. Examples 
include, but are not limited to: fan services workers, gate workers, ticket takers, track screeners, track security, 
etc. 

• These employees and vendors will enter the venue through Track Screening Stations. 
• Track employees and vendors will use their required track event credentials, and after screening be provided a 

sticker or wristband of-the-day to show they have successfully completed medical screening. 
• All track employees, Promoter staff, and vendors will be required to wear a cloth face covering at all times. 

 
A smaller subset of employees and vendors will need to be approved by AMA Pro Racing to be able to work inside the 
race paddock. They are required to be listed in advance on AMA Pro Racing Event Rosters. 

• Those qualifying employees/vendors will be designated Essential for paddock or trackside work. 
• All track employees and vendors with these designations will enter the venue through AMA Pro Racing 

Screening Stations. 
• All track employees and vendors will enter using the required track or AMA Pro Racing credential and be 

provided a sticker of-the-day for their designated area to show they have successfully completed medical 
screening. 
 

 
Individuals not listed on an approved roster will not be granted access to the Event. 

CREDENTIAL PROCESS FOR TRACK, PROMOTER AND VENDORS  
Promoter employees and vendors must be prepared to work the event by completing the following: 

1. The employee/vendor must be listed on the track’s list of participating workers. The list will be reviewed to 
ensure it contains the minimum number of personnel required to safely conduct the Event. 

2. Complete Medical Screening prior to entry. 
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To reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission, AMA Pro Racing has implemented medical-related guidelines and procedures 
applicable to all participants and stakeholder personnel directly involved in race events. These guidelines were developed in 
conjunction with infectious disease experts and consulting physicians currently assessing and treating COVID-19 patients and 
incorporate the latest CDC recommendations. 

EVENT SCREENING FOR PARTICIPANTS        
The minimum number of participants and stakeholder personnel required to safely conduct the event will be present at 
each race event. All personnel will undergo multiple iterations of medical screening before, during and after each event. 

PRE-EVENT (before initiating travel to the event site) 

All personnel must be identified by name to AMA Pro Racing at least ten (10) days in advance of the event day. 

• Certain populations may be at increased personal risk regarding COVID-19. Please review the CDC definition of 
“People Who Are at Higher Risk of Severe Illness,” e.g. people over 65, and people with existing underlying 
medical conditions such as: chronic lung disease, moderate to severe asthma, severe heart disease, 
immunocompromised, chronic kidney disease, liver disease, severe obesity, diabetes, etc. 

• AMA Pro Racing strongly recommends that participants who meet the CDC definition of “People Who are at 
Higher Risk of Severe Illness” not participate in the event. If you are unsure if you meet the CDC definitions, 
please consult with your physician. 

• Participants concerned for their own health must consult with their physician prior to participation in the event. 
• Pre-event screening will include a minimum of a completed questionnaire (Appendix C) concerning current 

health status, known COVID-19 exposures and temperature check. 
• Within 24 hours of the opening of pre-entry screening, every participant listed on the organization’s approved 

roster will receive a text message or email that includes a link to the screening questionnaire. Participants must 
complete the questionnaire and click “submit” before arriving at the pre-entry screening location. 

• Every potential participant must undergo pre-event screening by their employer before their name is added to 
an organizational roster. 

• Participants should be symptom and fever free for a minimum of five (5) days before the event day without the 
use of Acetaminophen, Ibuprofen or similar drug used to prevent or reduce fever. 

• Individuals with a confirmed COVID-19 infection, with known exposure to a confirmed COVID-19 case in the last 
14 days, exhibiting physical symptoms of COVID-19 as identified in the screening questionnaire or experiencing 
a fever should not be added to an organization’s roster and must consult with their physician. 

• Organizations must report to AMA Pro Racing if an individual is directed to self-isolate due to known COVID-19 
exposure or if an individual receives a lab-confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19 (i.e. tests positive for active 
infection).  

o Per the current CDC guidance, an individual who has previously tested positive for COVID-19 must be 
symptom-free and have received two negative test results in a row, at least 24 hours apart. 

• As testing becomes more widely available, all participants may be required to be tested for COVID-19 in advance 
of an event. 

 
PRE-ENTRY – NON-EVENT DAYS (for those requiring entry to the facility prior to the event) 

AMA Pro Racing will conduct pre-entry screening of personnel requiring access to the facility during the days leading 
into an AFT event. Examples may include broadcast personnel setting up cameras and broadcast compound 
architecture. AMA Pro Racing will coordinate directly with the facility during pre-event planning calls leading into 
events. During days of sanctioned on-track activity, AMA Pro Racing will be responsible for pre-entry screenings to the 
infield and immediate perimeter support personnel. 

• AMA Pro Racing will establish a screening checkpoint outside the venue to facilitate entry of organizations 
requiring early access to the facility. 

• The checkpoint will be located in the same area that will be used for the event pre-entry screening. 
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EVENT SCREENING FOR PARTICIPANTS (CONTINUED)     
• Pre-entry medical screening will include a minimum of a temperature check and questionnaire regarding current 

health status and COVID-19 exposure. AMA Pro Racing will use the screening questionnaire provided in 
Appendix C 

• Any individual indicating known exposure to a confirmed COVID-19 case in the last 14 days, exhibiting physical 
symptoms of COVID-19 as identified in the screening questionnaire or experiencing a fever above 100.0 F should 
not be allowed to access the facility and should be directed to consult with their personal physician. 

• AMA Pro Racing will provide individuals who have completed pre-entry screening a recognizable indicator 
(wristband, sticker, etc.) to show they have been screened. 

• Those organizations requiring access to the facility before the official event schedule is in effect must coordinate 
directly with AMA Pro Racing in advance of their arrival for available pre-entry screening times. 

• PPE and social distancing requirements for individuals accessing a facility are in effect for event days and non-
event days. 
 

PRE-ENTRY – EVENT DAYS (upon arrival at the track) 

AMA Pro Racing will establish approved access points for all competitors and support staff (as pre-approved by AMA Pro 
Racing). These locations will be predetermined and access from any other location will be prohibited. 

• AMA Pro Racing will have the approved event roster of all persons authorized to participate. Only those persons 
listed on the approved rosters will be admitted after completing all screening requirements established by AMA 
Pro Racing. AMA Pro Racing will verify each participant’s identity using either the member’s annual credential 
(hard card), driver’s license or other state-issued photo identification. There will be no exceptions to this 
admissions policy. Any substitutions must be approved by AMA Pro Racing. 

• Once the individual’s identity and eligibility to participate has been established, they will be directed to a medical 
screening location. All persons entering the venue must be screened prior to admittance. There will be no 
exceptions. 

• Pre-entry screening will include a questionnaire regarding current health status and potential exposure, as well 
as a temperature check. 

• The screening will be recorded by medical screening staff and AMA Pro Racing and referenced as a baseline 
during later screenings, if an individual exhibits symptoms or is exposed to a confirmed infection. 

• During pre-entry screening, a participant indicating known exposure to a confirmed COVID-19 case in the last 14 
days, exhibiting physical symptoms of COVID-19 as identified in the screening questionnaire or experiencing a 
fever will be required to undergo secondary screening with on-site medical personnel. 

• During secondary screening, the participant will either be cleared to participate or given further 
instructions at the discretion of the medical staff and AMA Pro Racing. 

• Medical officials may recommend to AMA Pro Racing that a participant be denied access to the event location 
due to medical concerns. 

• For areas of the venue outside AMA Pro Racing’s control during an American Flat Track event, the Promoter will 
conduct pre-entry screening consistent with AMA Pro Racing’s event standards for employees and vendors. 
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EVENT SCREENING FOR PARTICIPANTS (CONTINUED)     
 

DURING THE EVENT (after accessing the facility through the completion of the race) 

At designated times during the event, AMA Pro Racing may conduct follow-up temperature checks as part of the 
continual monitoring program. 

• Temperature checks for race team personnel will be integrated into the pre-race inspection process to minimize 
disruption to their race preparation. 

• Temperature checks for vendors and other stakeholder personnel will be conducted throughout the course of 
the event day. 

• Participants accessing different areas of the facility (moving between the broadcast compound and paddock or 
between the paddock and race control) may be screened each time they access a new area. 

• Individuals developing a fever or symptoms during the event day will be required to undergo an evaluation at a 
designated screening location. Medical personnel will assess the individual and determine appropriate action. 

 
POST-EVENT (prior to departing the track after the event concludes) 

Departure from the track will be conducted in a sequenced manner as outlined in the Paddock & Event Operations 
section. 

• Prior to departing the event site, organizational leadership will confirm to AMA Pro Racing that no personnel are 
currently exhibiting COVID-19 symptoms. 

• NOTE: Temperature checks may be deferred immediately after the event, as many participants who have been 
engaged in strenuous activity related to the race may exhibit temporarily elevated body temperature. Common 
post-race dehydration for competitors may also cause elevated temperatures, one of many factors to be 
considered by onsite medical personnel. 

• Organizations are required to conduct a follow-up screening that includes a temperature check of all 
participants within 24 hours of the event completion and report completion of that screening to AMA Pro 
Racing. The roster contact for each organization will receive an email or text message the day after the race 
and must affirm that all participants on their roster did not develop any symptoms, including fever, and 
have not been diagnosed with or exposed to anyone with COVID-19. AMA Pro Racing may follow up with 
organizations reporting personnel with COVID-19 related concerns. 
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EVENT SCREENING FOR FANS          
All fans visiting the Event will undergo medical screening prior to entering the venue. All fan initial screenings and entry 
procedures will include: 

• Facial coverings are required. Masks will be provided at the screening location for those who need them. 
• Questions asking if they have any of the CDC listed symptoms of COVID-19, exposure to and/or diagnosis of 

COVID-19. 
• The fans’ temperatures will be taken. CDC guidance will be followed on temperature measurements. 
• Fans visiting as a unit, e.g. parents & children, spouses, etc. will be socially distanced from other fans throughout 

the screening process. 
• Once passing the temperature screening, all individuals will be provided a wristband.  

• All individuals entering the facility will be required to wear a wristband upon passing 
temperature check  

• Wristband color will change daily 
• Wristbands will be given to individuals to secure 
• Wristbands should be visible at all times 

• Fans with an elevated temperature will be taken to a secondary screening area to be assessed by a healthcare 
professional. 

• At the secondary screening, fans with a temperature above the CDC guidance will be informed of the potential 
causes of a fever, given a recommendation to seek medical attention and asked not to return to the event. 

• If a fan needs immediate medical attention, they will be transported to an emergency health care facility. 
• The local healthcare partner of the facility will assist with secondary screenings and medical issues. 

 
If a screened fan is asked to leave, and others in that party pass screening, they will be allowed to remain in the event, 
but asked to monitor themselves throughout the day. 
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CONTINGENCY PREPARATION          
 

Specific requirements and procedures to address potential emerging infection concerns are outlined below. 
 

• For an individual who has tested positive for COVID-19 to participate in an AFT event, he / she must receive medical 
clearance from their physician (submitted in writing from their physician to AMA Pro Racing) before being allowed to 
participate in future events. Per the current CDC guidance, an individual who has previously tested positive for 
COVID-19 must be symptom-free and have received two negative test results in a row, at least 24 hours apart. 

 
PRE-EVENT SCREENING 
If a participant displays symptoms or otherwise indicates high risk for possible infection, he/she will not be allowed to access 
the facility and participate in the event. 
 

• AMA Pro Racing will conduct a secondary screening to evaluate the individual and determine the appropriate action 
in accordance with CDC guidelines for mass gatherings (i.e. return home, seek immediate medical care, etc.). 

• Dedicated medical resources will be available at the screening location to evacuate suspected infected participants if 
medical authorities determine that is necessary. 

• Contact tracing and enhanced evaluation of confirmed contacts will be performed by AMA Pro Racing. 
• Organizations must prepare a support plan for any participant denied participation in the event due to medical 

concerns. That plan must include transportation arrangements to immediately remove the individual(s) from the 
event site per the medical official’s guidance. 

 
If a participant is denied access to an event due to COVID-19 related medical concerns, that individual must receive medical 
clearance from their physician (communicated in writing from the physician to AMA Pro Racing) before being allowed to 
participate in future events. 
 
DURING THE EVENT 
Organizational leaders are required to immediately report to AMA Pro Racing officials any participant developing symptoms 
during the event. 
 

• Individuals developing a fever or symptoms during the event day will be required to undergo an evaluation at a 
designated screening location. Medical personnel will assess the individual and determine appropriate 
action/treatment. 

• Dedicated medical resources will be available at the screening location to evacuate a suspected infected participant, if 
necessary. 

• Contact tracing and enhanced evaluation of confirmed contacts will be performed by medical personnel. 
• Medical officials may determine an individual must depart the event location immediately due to medical concerns. 
• Disinfecting and decontamination materials will be pre-positioned to facilitate immediate cleaning of areas accessed 

by an individual suspected of COVID-19 infection. 
• Organizations must prepare a support plan for any participant directed to depart the event location due to medical 

concerns; this plan must include transportation arrangements to immediately remove the individual(s) from the event 
site. 

 
If an individual is removed from an event due to COVID-19 related medical concerns, that individual must receive medical 
clearance from their physician (communicated in writing from the physician to AMA Pro Racing) before being allowed to 
participate in future events. 
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RETURN TO COMPETITION PROTOCOLS         
 

General guidelines for competitors and industry personnel to return to events after receiving a lab confirmed positive COVID-
19 diagnosis or a known exposure to an infected individual follow: 
 
CONFIRMED POSITIVE CASES 

• Symptomatic and Asymptomatic Cases. Confirmed positive cases may return to racing activities after they have 
received two negative test results taken at least 24 hours apart. 

o If after 10 days, an individual is unable to produce two negative PCR tests, their return status may be 
medically reviewed by an AMA Pro Racing medical official. 
 New CDC guidance of July 22, 2020, recommends discontinuing PCR testing after the conclusion of 

the 10-day isolation period for the onset symptoms for the initial COVID-19 infection, if a person is 
fever-free for a minimum of 24 hours without the use of medication. 

 Please note: Based on advice from consulting physicians, AMA Pro Racing counts the 10 days from the 
date of the first positive PCR test for COVID-19. 

 In its guidance, CDC research indicates that in no instances yet discovered has there been a case 
where the virus is able to self-replicate beyond the 10th day following a positive test among 
individuals who are not immunosuppressed and did not have severe disease (e.g. requiring ICU stay 
or ventilation), so an individual in this situation poses no harm to others. In the event that the 
individual continues to be tested, it is very likely that the individual will continue to return positive 
results. 

 Based on this new CDC guidance, AMA Pro Racing medical officials  would review the individual’s 
situation and determine if they appropriately fit the CDC requirements before being allowed to return 
to racing without two negative PCR tests. 

o They must also have written clearance from their personal physician to resume all racing activity. 
 

CONFIRMED EXPOSURE TO A POSITIVE COVID-19 PERSON 
• Those exposed individuals are required to stand-down from competition and self-isolate. They may return to racing 

activities after they have received one negative test. AMA Pro Racing in its discretion may request a second test for 
clearance based on the nature of the exposure. Please note: a confirmed exposure is based on a totality of the 
circumstances as determined by AMA Pro Racing in consultation with their medical officials. Analysis will include: 
identifying people exposed over the last 10 days, accumulated time greater than 10 minutes, direct skin contact 
(shaking hands, etc.), lack of social distancing and the level of PPE use among the individuals involved in the contact. 

 
FANS 
For fans who become symptomatic during the event, they will be taken to a medical screening station for assessment. 
 

• If a fan needs immediate medical attention, they will be transported to an emergency healthcare facility. 
• If the fan is symptomatic and/or has a fever above the CDC guidance on temperature, they will be informed of the 

potential causes of a fever, given a recommendation to seek medical attention and asked not to return to the event.  
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EVENT PROTOCOLS             
 

AMA Pro Racing will enact the following event protocols to provide the safest experience possible including, but not limited 
to: 
 Providing a video briefing for all personnel and competitors prior to coming to the event. 
 Properly displaying health messages and materials using guidance from credible public health sources such as CDC or 

local public health department to promote good personal health habits. 
 Requiring everyone who may demonstrate symptoms of COVID-19 or other sickness to isolate themselves 

immediately and notify AMA Pro Racing staff. 
 Barring handshakes, high-fives and elbow bumps. 
 Providing COVID-19 prevention supplies to event staff and participants, including hand sanitizer that contains at least 

70% alcohol, tissues, disposable facemasks, cleaners, and disinfectants. 
 Promoting compartmentalization by creating functional groups with specific access privileges within the facility. 
 Requiring functional groups to enter and exit the facility via different entry/exit points or staggering times. 
 Properly sanitizing all common areas on a frequent basis. 

COMPARTMENTALIZATION            
 

AMA Pro Racing has defined a comprehensive assignment of every person who will be onsite to specific functional groups 
based on both work location and their specific duties. 

All participants will operate in functional groups to the extent possible, keeping workspaces separated and limiting contact 
with other groups to the absolute minimum. Interaction between functional groups will be avoided. 

The defined functional groups are: 

• AMA Pro Racing Competition Staff  
• Promoter and Event Operations Staff  
• Competitors and Team Members 
• TV Production Crew 
• Fans  

SOCIAL DISTANCING             
 

At all times, every person present will be required to maintain a minimum of 6’ of distance from any other person regardless 
of functional group assignments. 

Individuals from different functional groups will be required to maintain a minimum of 10’ of distance from individuals from 
other functional groups at all times. 

No physical contact between any individuals will be allowed at any time with the exception of those within a functional group 
during competition as defined herein. 
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STAGGERED ENTRY TIMES            
 

Entry Procedure: 

A sequenced entry plan will prevent large gatherings of personnel in any one location. AMA Pro Racing will provide all 
participating organizations the event entry plan prior to the event, and strict adherence to the assigned times is critical 
for an orderly ingress to the facility. 

• AMA Pro Racing will identify which personnel/suppliers can perform their duties the day(s) before, during the 
event and/or after the event. 

• AMA Pro Racing will assign specific times for all participants to arrive for pre-entry screening outside of the 
facility.  

• For each facility, the designated screening locations for each participant group will be provided in advance of 
the event. 

• Upon arrival at the screening location, participants will follow the direction of Security personnel and posted 
informational signs and complete the pre-entry screening process. 

• Once cleared to enter the facility, personnel will proceed to their respective area (paddock, TV compound, race 
control, etc.). 

• All personnel will maintain appropriate social distancing (6’ separation between individuals) while undergoing 
the screening process. 

Exit Procedure: 

• If a team does not complete the Event, that team may exit the paddock at their discretion, but must undergo 
post-event screening requirements, post-event vehicle and equipment disinfecting requirements and maintain 
proper social distancing during their preparation and departure. 

• For teams that finish the race, they will be released for exit by AMA Pro Racing after completing post-event 
screening requirements, post-event vehicle and equipment disinfecting requirements and must maintain proper 
social distancing during their departure. 

PADDOCK OPERATIONS            
 

Team haulers will have a minimum of 6’ of open space between them when parked in the paddock. This space must remain 
clear throughout the Event day – no equipment is permitted in the open space. 

Hauler doors will remain open as much as possible to allow entry and exit without touching the door. 

Designated restricted areas will be marked in the paddock, including directional paths for walking. 

As soon as a team completes pre-entry screening and enters the paddock area, they will unload at the direction of AMA Pro 
Racing officials. 

AMA Pro Racing will utilize all available space to park haulers in the paddock to provide maximum possible separation 
between teams. Paddock layout information for each facility will be provided in advance of the Event. 

FOOD & SUPPLIES             
 

• Each person should bring their own food. Coolers will be allowed to be brought into the track. 
• Participants may leave the venue to get food or have food delivered, but the delivery must occur outside of the 

secure area. 
• AMA Pro Racing is not allowing kitchens to operate: no grills, buffets, cooking, etc. It is necessary to have single-serve 

meals only, and no additional personnel at track. 
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CLEANING & DISINFECTING           
 

AMA Pro Racing will take steps to routinely clean and disinfect surfaces and objects throughout the competition facility. 
Workspace should be separated – teams should not touch inspection tools unless directed otherwise by AMA Pro Racing 
officials. Each organization will be responsible for cleaning their area – upon arrival, during the day and before leaving the 
facility. 
 

• AMA Pro Racing 
o Haulers (i.e. Series, Airfence, TV Production) – hard surfaces 
o Inspection Equipment (Scale, tools) 
o Radios 
o Headsets 

• Tracks 
o Provide onsite cleaning and sanitization services  
o Pits/Paddock Area 
o Hand Washing and Hand Sanitizing Stations 
o Restrooms 
o Meeting Locations 
o Control Tower 
o Media Center 
o Elevators 
o Fan Areas including but not limited to concessions, restrooms, and high touch surfaces  

• Teams 
o Hauler 
o Race Vehicle 
o Pit Equipment 
o Tools/Equipment 

• Suppliers 
o Hauler 
o Equipment 

 

CELEBRATION & VICTORY LANE         
Social distancing requirements directly impact in-race celebrations, post-race celebrations and the Victory Lane 
procedure. 
 

• Competitors will not engage in traditional celebratory behavior involving direct contact with another person 
(handshakes, fist-bumps, high-fives, hugging, etc.). 

• The Victory Lane run of show will be significantly condensed. Officials will direct the minimum number of team 
members required to enter Victory Lane and push the motorcycle to the post-race inspection area. 

o After the winning rider completes the live TV interview near the podium, the rider will proceed to victory 
lane for photographs with the trophy (rider only – no additional personnel in victory lane). 

o After the victory lane run of show has been completed and the area cleared, AMA Pro officials will direct 
the minimum number of team members required to enter Victory Lane and push the motorcycle to the 
post-race inspection area. 
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NO FANS ALLOWED: PADDOCK & TV COMPOUND      
At no time will fans be allowed inside the paddock or TV/broadcast compound. No track employee or vendor credentialed to 
work in the paddock or TV compound may bring a family member or a fan into the paddock or TV compound, based on the 
following considerations: 

• It is important to compartmentalize fans from the local community and AMA Pro Racing participants who have 
traveled from outside the community. 

• AMA Pro Racing utilizes the entire paddock to create socially distant operations. 
• To preserve emergency operations for the race. 
• To preserve operations for the league and broadcast partners for future events. 

SIGNAGE              
At every screening location and entry gate, there will be visible signage that reads: 
 

In accordance with CDC guidelines we have enhanced sanitization procedures and implemented additional measures for 
distance spacing and screening. THEREFORE, WE ASK THAT ALL FANS AND TEAM MEMBERS COMPLY WITH THE 
FOLLOWING: 

• Face covering required 
• Temperature check required 
• Wash your hands often with soap and water 
• Keep 6 feet (2 meters) between your travel party and others 

Please note that the CDC advises that older adults and people of any age who have serious underlying medical 
conditions might be at higher risk for severe illness from COVID-19. Fans should evaluate their risk in determining 
whether to attend. People who show no symptoms can spread COVID-19 if they are infected, any interaction with the 
general public poses an elevated risk of being exposed to COVID-19, and we cannot guarantee that you will not be 
exposed during your visit. We appreciate your cooperation during these unprecedented times. For fans who may need 
an accommodation in order to comply with any facility rules and/or protocols, please contact our Fan Services team for 
further information. 

 
Other signage: Throughout the venue, signs will be posted on where to locate hand sanitizer, masks, hand washing stations, 
and other safety/prevention messages. 

STAGGERED ENTRY TIMES           
ENTRY PROCEDURE: 
A sequenced entry plan will prevent large gatherings of fans, employees and vendors in any one location. The promoter of the 
Event will provide all individuals arriving at the event a specified time to arrive for screening, and strict adherence to the 
assigned times is critical for an orderly ingress to the facility. 

• The promoter will identify which employees/vendors can perform their duties the day(s) before, during the event 
and/or after the event. 

• The promoter may assign specific times for all employees and vendors to arrive for pre-entry screening outside of the 
facility. Order of priority on race day will be: 

o Promoter employees and contractors  
o Approved vendors 
o Sanitation teams 

• The promoter will designate screening locations for each individual in advance of the event. 
• Upon arrival at the screening location, participants will follow the direction of Security personnel and posted 

informational signs and complete the pre-entry screening process. 
• Once cleared to enter the facility, personnel will proceed to their respective area. 
• All personnel will maintain appropriate social distancing (6’ separation between individuals) while undergoing the 

screening process. 
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EXIT PROCEDURE: 

• Fans may exit the venue at their discretion during the race, but after the race, fans will be directed by promoter staff 
toward specific exits, at specific pacing to maintain social distancing. 

• Promoter employees and vendors will be released for exit in a controlled, metered fashion by their immediate 
supervisor. 

COMPARTMENTALIZATION           
• All employees/vendors will operate in functional groups to the extent possible, keeping work areas separated and 

limiting contact with other groups to the absolute minimum. Interaction between functional groups will be avoided. 
• Participants will confine their movement to their primary work area.  For example, AMA Pro Racing staff and AFT 

competitors should not access the grandstand area at any time.  

CLEANING & DISINFECTING          
• Prior to fans, employees and vendors arriving onsite, the venue will be disinfected. 
• Hand washing stations will be clearly identified throughout the venue, and hand sanitizing stations will be placed at 

multiple locations throughout the facility. 
• The facility’s sanitation team will be a designated cleaning-only crew that will disinfect assigned areas in the 

perimeter and grandstand areas of the venue. 
• The purpose of the facility sanitation team is not only to work constantly and diligently to keep everyone safe, but to 

be a highly visible reassurance to all fans, employees and vendors that they are in an environment where every effort 
is being made for their protection. 

• Areas of cleaning by the facility sanitation team and track personnel inside the paddock also include, but are not 
limited to: 

o Restrooms 
o Elevators 
o Ticketing areas 
o Meeting locations 
o Control Tower 
o Suites 
o Stands 
o Fire Trucks 
o Ambulances 
o Radios 
o Headsets 
o Fire suits 
o Equipment 

• After fans, employees and vendors leave, the venue will be disinfected. 

PPE DISPOSAL             
• The facility will have designated disposal receptacles for used masks. 
• Used masks found littering the venue will be collected by employees/vendors, who are wearing a mask and gloves (or 

using a waste collecting tool), and then disposed of in the receptacles identified for used PPE. 
• Those bins will be routinely emptied before they are full. 
• Trash bags will be double-bagged and sealed prior to pick-up by waste collectors. 

SOCIAL DISTANCING INSIDE THE VENUE        
• Only a limited number of fans will be allowed at the event 
• To meet social distancing requirements (6’ between individuals), locations including the grandstands may be used to 

take advantage of the available space that conforms to the CDC recommendations. Steps taken include, but are not 
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limited to: 
o One-way designated travel lanes inside and outside the facility. 
o Reduced capacity of seating with socially distant reserved seating. 
o Limited retail with designated boxes for spacing and emphasis on mobile, cashless transactions. 
o Social distancing in all restrooms: 

 Frequent cleaning and disinfecting. 
 Only allowing use of every other sink, stall and urinal. 
 Monitoring to ensure social distancing of fans while washing & drying hands, etc. 

INCLEMENT WEATHER            
• Promoter employees and vendors need to prepare contingency plans for inclement weather. 
• In inclement weather, it is important that promoter staff ensures that fans are not crowding into areas to avoid 

rainfall, and if necessary, direct fans to other locations to avoid inclement weather. 
• Available shelter areas will be identified at each facility, and fans may be allowed to return to their personal vehicles 

to shelter in the event of an extended weather-related delay. 

FAN AWARENESS EDUCATION          
The Event promoter will work in collaboration with local healthcare providers to create a public education program on the 
Coronavirus to increase fans’ awareness of how to prevent the spread of the virus.   
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GRAPHICS: ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE 
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GRAPHICS               
 

Helpful graphics have been made that you may find useful. 
 

 
Face Mask 

Tips for wearing a  
face mask properly 

 
11” x 17” 

 
PDF 

 
Print-Ready PDF 
(with crop marks) 

 
 

 
Rules of the Road 

List of reminders to follow 
to keep everyone safe 

 
8.5” x 11” 

 
PDF 

 
Print-Ready PDF 
(with crop marks) 

 
Stop The Spread 

Tips to follow to keep 
Everyone safe. 

 
11” x 17” 

 
PDF 

 
Print-Ready PDF 
(with crop marks) 

 
Illness Prevention 

Tips for proper practices to avoid 
spreading an illness. 

 
11” x 17” 

 
PDF 

 
Print-Ready PDF 
(with crop marks) 

 
  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ufjs2p6dbus1a9k/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-FaceMask2.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ufjs2p6dbus1a9k/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-FaceMask2.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/h65lre2btuknaxu/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-FaceMask2.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/h65lre2btuknaxu/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-FaceMask2.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/kkxitwyb79loeyq/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-RulesoftheRoad1.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/kkxitwyb79loeyq/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-RulesoftheRoad1.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/pzxvzo9y4m5xz8g/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-RulesoftheRoad1.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/pzxvzo9y4m5xz8g/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-RulesoftheRoad1.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/i44pndfdhpv8k9i/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-StopTheSpread2.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/i44pndfdhpv8k9i/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-StopTheSpread2.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/t7p7r4j2unyfonc/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-StopTheSpread2.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/t7p7r4j2unyfonc/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-StopTheSpread2.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/x8jfak5kcgnwabn/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-IllnessPrevention2.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/x8jfak5kcgnwabn/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-IllnessPrevention2.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1uc6i0q47xh7bzb/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-IllnessPrevention2.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1uc6i0q47xh7bzb/Updated%20AFT-20-971930%20Covid19Signs-IllnessPrevention2.pdf?dl=0
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APPENDICES: 
ATLANTA SUPER TT EVENT  
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/qlvple2dxj1v5gz/AFT-2021-Atlanta-Super-TT-Test-Schedule.pdf?dl=0
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/dvtbwf3xg3wkr27/AFT-2021-Atlanta-Super-TT-Comp-Schedule.pdf?dl=0
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APPENDIX B – VENUE MAPS             
 

Download all maps in PDF Format or click each image to download individually 

 

 

  

  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/zjeuww427y3u34r/Atlanta%20-%20All%20Maps.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/zjeuww427y3u34r/Atlanta%20-%20All%20Maps.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/q8hgjc5ugc10fas/Atlanta%20-%20Facility%20Map.jpg?dl=0
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Secure Area Fan Medical Screening 

Parking Fan Area 
 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ti3nwslht83mds6/Atlanta%20-%20Secure%20Area.jpg?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wpuu0jj7p7wfzst/Atlanta%20-%20Fan%20Entry-Medical%20Screening.jpg?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/e51a11cxl2vv0oe/Atlanta%20-%20Parking.jpg?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/f4ng8hbp7tdwgzg/Atlanta%20-%20Fan%20Area.jpg?dl=0
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Secure Area - Paddock Race Operations 

Paddock Entry/Medical Screening Honda Talon 
  

 
 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/0forhumn2ldl38s/Atlanta%20-%20Secure%20Area%20-%20Paddock.jpg?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/cupzynieqgxoth1/Atlanta%20-%20Honda%20Talon%20Experience.jpg?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/4u12tf9d768f8cx/Atlanta%20-%20Paddock%20Entry-Medical%20Screening.jpg?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/zrj3ry7wmemtobs/Atlanta%20-%20Race%20Operations.jpg?dl=0
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APPENDIX C – MEDICAL SCREENING TOOL       
 

PRE-EVENT SCREENING TOOL 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 PRIMARY SCREEN  

Temperature: 

 
Have you received a lab confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19? 

 
 

 

Have you been within 6 feet of a person for at least 5 minutes with a lab confirmed case of COVID-19 in the past 14 days? 

 
 

 

Are you experiencing any of the following: 

 Fever in past 3 days 
 Cough 
 Sore throat 
 Chills 
 Runny nose or nasal congestion 
 Shortness of breath, difficulty breathing, wheezing 
 Headache 
 Muscle pain/body aches 
 Fatigue 
 Diarrhea 
 New loss of taste or smell 
 NONE OF THE ABOVE 
 
Do you reside with anyone experiencing any of the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I certify that the information submitted in this screening tool is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge. SECONDARY SCREEN by medical personnel 
(required if temperature 100.0 oF or greater or if any positive answers to questions above) – secondary screening content will be at the medical providers 
discretion 

 

 

Date  

Time  

Racetrack  

First Name  

Last Name  

Series  

Organization  

Car # (race teams)  

 Yes 
 No 
 If so, when? 

 Yes 
 No 
 If so, when? 

 Fever in past 3 days 
 Cough 
 Sore throat 
 Chills 
 Runny nose or nasal congestion 
 Shortness of breath, difficulty breathing, wheezing 
 Headache 
 Muscle pain/body aches 
 Fatigue 
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APPENDIX D – PRE-SCREENING PROCESS AND PADDOCK LOAD-IN  
 

All personnel entering the facility who require access to the paddock will undergo pre-entry screening prior to 
entering the secure area. Refer to the pre-entry screening schedule on the following pages for specific time 
assignments. 

• The pre-entry screening questionnaire will be sent via ReadyOp text message to all participants on approved event 
rosters 24 hours before paddock load-in. 

• The ReadyOp text message will include a link that takes the user to the screening questionnaire online. 
• Completed pre-entry screening questionnaires must be submitted by 5 pm ET on the day the 

ReadyOp text message is received (the day prior to race day). 
• AMA Pro Racing will review completed questionnaires before pre-entry screening begins on race day, identifying 

anyone on an approved event roster who must undergo secondary screening based on questionnaire responses 
• Organizations will be assigned a time to arrive at the entrance to the paddock for medical screening 
• Upon arrival at the facility, vehicles will proceed to the first checkpoint where credentials / hard cards are verified, 

and AMA Pro Racing Registration confirms that each individual is on an approved event roster 
• After clearing the first checkpoint, vehicles will proceed to a marked screening lane where occupants will remain 

in their vehicle with credential or hard card ready and cloth mask on 
• As mobile screeners assigned to each lane approach the vehicle, occupants will lower their window and hold up 

their credential / hard card 
• The screener will capture a temperature using a handheld non-contact infrared thermometer and record that 

temperature in the medical screening system 
• If temperature is less than 100.0 F, that individual is provided an “ESSENTIAL” sticker 
• If temperature is greater than 100.0 F, for any occupant, that vehicle will be directed to proceed to 

the secondary screening area. The doctor on site will assess the individual (and any additional 
occupants). If the doctor in the secondary screening area determines an individual may not access the 
event, the entrant or rider and series director will be notified 

• Once all occupants’ temperatures have been captured and stickers distributed, the vehicle will be directed to 
proceed to the paddock or P1 parking area. 

Friday and Saturday 

• Organizations will be assigned a time for medical screening at the registration booth outside of the secure area  
• Competitors camping in the paddock must walk or drive out of the paddock prior to their medical screening time 
• At the first checkpoint, credentials / hard cards are verified, and AMA Pro Racing Registration will provide a new 

“ESSENTIAL” sticker with a different color to identify individuals on approved event rosters for each day 
• After clearing the first checkpoint, approved team personnel will proceed to the paddock entry gate with 

credential or hard card ready and cloth mask on 
• Mobile screeners will scan each credential / hard card, capture a temperature using a handheld non-contact 

infrared thermometer and record the temperature in the medical screening system 
• If temperature is less than 100.0 F, the individual will be allowed into the paddock 
• If temperature is greater than 100.0 F, for any occupant, that individual will be directed to the 

secondary screening area. The medical expert on site will assess the individual (and any additional 
occupants in the case of a vehicle). If the medical expert in the secondary screening area determines an 
individual may not access the event, the entrant or rider and Chief Competition Officer will be notified 

• Once temperatures have been captured and stickers distributed, the individual and/or vehicle will be directed to 
proceed to the paddock or P1 parking area. 
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APPENDIX E – SUPPLEMENTAL REGULATIONS      
 
EVENT INFORMATION 
Atlanta Motor Speedway and AFT Event s will play host to Round 3 of the Progressive American Flat Track season 
featuring the AFT Mission SuperTwins, AFT Production Twins and AFT Singles classes. 

• Atlanta Super TT Test Day Schedule  
• Atlanta Super TT Schedule 

 
EVENT OPERATIONS PROTOCOL 
All participants must familiarize themselves and follow the guidelines contained in the Event Operating Protocol. 

ENTRIES 
All 2021 events are Pre-Entry only. Final entries are closed. Post entries are not permitted. 
 
PRE-EVENT RACE TRANSPORTER STAGING 
See Facility Map on page 38. 

MEDICAL PRE-SCREENING 
Medical pre-screening (temperature checks and symptom questionnaire) will be conducted as teams populate the 
transporter staging area and PRIOR to AFT Registration / Credential Issue. See Facility Maps on page 38. 

LICENSES & CREDENTIALS – NEW CREDENTIALS WILL BE ISSUED 
2021 Hardcards will be issued at AFT Registration located just prior to entering the Pit Area. 
 
OVERNIGHT CAMPING IN THE PIT AREA IS ALLOWED* 
Essential team personnel are permitted to camp in their respective vehicles within the segregated AFT pit area.  No RV 
hook-ups are available in the pit area – be self-sufficient and plan accordingly. Each morning these crew members MUST 
report to registration and get the current essential crew medical screening sticker for their credential. Crew members 
without the correct daily medical screening sticker (different color for each day) will not be permitted in the pits. Arrive 
prepared to be self-contained. 

RACE TEAM TRANSPORTER LOAD-IN 
ONLY AFT APPROVED essential race team personnel and their vehicles will be permitted into the AFT Pit Area. Each team 
will be brought into the facility in a sequence determined by AFT.  

• AFT SuperTwins Teams taking part in the Atlanta Super TT test day can take advantage of early load-in between 
2:00 – 5:00 PM on Thursday, April 29. Contact AFT’s David McGrath (386)214-8838.  

• Teams taking part in the Atlanta STT Test Day will be loaded in starting at 9:00 AM Friday, April 30.  Teams must 
follow load-in schedule and pit in their assigned area.  

• Teams NOT taking part in the Test Day will have an opportunity to load-in between 3:00 PM – 6:00 PM Friday. 
Only truck parking will be permitted. No working on bikes, erecting of awnings or other activity is permitted. 

• Pit gates will open on race day, Saturday May 1st at 12:00 PM. Teams must follow load-in schedule. 
• Transporters with occupants who are not screened and confirmed as approved essential crew members will not 

be allowed into the facility.  
 
TEAM SUPPORT AND PERSONAL VEHICLE PARKING (Including Rentals) 
Team support vehicles (non-transporters), rental and personal vehicles must park in the designated P1 parking area 
located inside the paddock. See Facility Maps on page 38. 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/xby4xtk0p3om2hh/AFT-2021-Atlanta-Super-TT-Test-Schedule.jpg?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/r031ihlbmd43l6x/AFT-2021-Atlanta-Super-TT-Comp-Schedule-4-21-21.jpg?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/r031ihlbmd43l6x/AFT-2021-Atlanta-Super-TT-Comp-Schedule-4-21-21.jpg?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/r031ihlbmd43l6x/AFT-2021-Atlanta-Super-TT-Comp-Schedule-4-21-21.jpg?dl=0
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APPENDIX E – SUPPLEMENTAL REGULATIONS      
 
PACKAGE SHIPPING & RECEIVING 
Packages shipped to the track must be identified with a contact name and team name on the shipping label for correct 
sorting. Shipping address is: Contact Name / Team Name / Atlanta Motor Speedway / 1500 Tara Place, Hampton GA 
30228 / (770) 707-7904 

OPEN “CONTROL” RADIO FREQUENCY FOR TEAMS 

The AMA Pro Race Control radio channel is 451.800 MHz (12.5 KHz channel bandwidth, CSQ Squelch, Receive only). 

RACE FUEL 
The official fuel of Progressive American Flat Track is VP C10 Unleaded. Fuel is available from VP South. 

• 2021 AFT VP Racing Fuels Pre-Order Form 
• Fill, complete and email order to: vpsouth@vpracingfuels.com 
• To update an order, contact VP South at 706-335-3355  

 
TIRE REGULATIONS 
Competitors may only use the specific Dunlop tires listed below for the Atlanta Super TT. 

Front tires eligible for all classes:  

• Dunlop DT4 130/80-19 compound F3 and F5.  
 

Rear tires eligible for all classes:  

• Dunlop DT4 140/80-19 compound R3 and R5 
 

The national distributor for Dunlop Flat Track Racing tires is TT MotoGear. Pre-purchase and ship from: 
dunlopracing.com. or contact Si Maroun at 770-834-4237 / ttmotoracetires.com. Dunlop tires will be available at the 
Atlanta Super TT Friday, April 30 (test day) thru mid-day Saturday, May 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf7tVy2FS_TtY_HpicHVVBmm9NHT4nKvfN43xRNH05bukyuVw/viewform
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TRACKSIDE TIRE PURCHASE PROTOCOL 
 
TT Moto Gear will have Dunlop DT4 tires available for purchase track side at all 2021 AFT 
rounds. The following protocol is setup in accordance with AFT rules and regulations which 
are designed to keep us all as safe as possible during the race season. 

The following process to purchase tires will be followed: 

• Each race team please be prepared to designate a tire purchasing person with a 
face mask for tire purchases. This designated tire purchaser is the only person who should approach the TT Moto 
Gear tent. This person should be the same individual throughout the season if possible. 

• The tire purchaser will be prepared with what tires are needed and payment.   
o One person per team will be designated as the tire purchasing person to handle the tire purchase. 
o This person, if possible, will be the same person the entire race season.   

• Face masks will be required while in the tire tent. 
• TT Moto Gear will assist one person at a time with their tire needs. Others waiting will need to space themselves 

out at least 6 feet apart. 
o First come, first served 
o TT Moto Gear will set up as early as possible in the day for tire purchases 
o Plan early 

• Tires will be handled by TT Moto Gear 
o Purchased tires will be placed on the ground for the purchaser to take with them once they are paid for 

to eliminate close contact between individuals. 
• Payment via CC or cash will be handled across a table and NO paper receipts will be issued, only electronic 

receipts. 
• Please do not cross any roped off areas around the TT Moto Gear tent. 

WWW.TTMOTOGEAR.COM 
(678) 294 – 17863 
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